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ABSTRACT. S.M. Shah [3] has given an extension of LindelBf’s Theorem to meromorphic

functions. He also obtained an expression for the characteristic function of a mero-

morphic function of integer order. In this note we give estimates for log If(reiS)
of such functions.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

In [3;theorem i] S. M. Shah obtained an expression for the characteristic function

T(r,f) of a meromorphic function f(z) of integer order 0. Following the argument of

Cartwright [2;theorem 45,46] we can obtain the following results for log If(re)iO)
We write

n(r) n(r,I/f) + n(r,f); N(r) N(r,i/f)+N(r,f).

Since p is a positive integer, we can write f(z) in the form (see [3])
k

f(z) z exp(czp + ’’-)E(z/an,P) ZE(Z/bn
1 1

Let p(r) be a proximate order [3] for N(r) and let n
L

lim sup n(r)/rPL(r),
r+=

where L(r) is a slowly changing function.

(1.1)

2. MAIN RESULTS.

THEOREM. Let f(z) be a meromorphic function of integer order p m 0 and let

S(r) c + 1
7. a

-p 1
b

-p

P fan < r
n P lbn < r

n
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i. Suppose nL< =. Then for every > 0, there is a K(0,n) such that for every > 0,

log (rei0) Re(rPei0 S(r)) < K(p,)(n
L
+ e)rL(r) (2.1)

for 0<r<R, except perhaps in circles the sum of whose radii is less than nR, provided

that R>R (e).
o

li. Suppose N(r) is of order p. Then there is a K(p,) such that

ilog If(reiS) Re(reiSS(r))l< K(0,)r(r) (2.2)

for 0 <r <R, except perhpas in circles the sum of whose radii is less than R, provided

that R
o

< 1 + c Then for everyiii. Let lira sup log N(r)/log r cI
< O and let ci<c2<0 2

> 0, there is a K(c2,) such that

flog f(rei@)l Re(reiO S(r))l< K(c2,)rC2
for 0SrR, except perhaps in circles the sum of whose radii is less than R, provided

that R> Ro (-c2’)" The proof depends on the following lemma of Cartan (see [i’p.46],,

also [2;pp.73-77])
n

LSA (H. Cartan). Let p(z) r (Z_Zk) for any positive H, the inequality
k=l

nIpCz) > (H/e)

holds outside at most n circles the sum of whose radii is at most 2H.

We omit the details of the proof of the theorem.
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